Two-dimensional shallow water systems are frequently used in engineering practice to model environmental flows. The benefit of these systems are that, by integration over the water depth, a two-dimensional system is obtained which approximates the full three-dimensional problem. Nevertheless, for most applications the need to propagate waves over many wavelengths means that the numerical solution of these equations remains particularly challenging. The requirement for an accurate discretisation in geometrically complex domains makes the use of spectral/hp elements attractive. However, to allow for the possibility of discontinuous solutions the most natural formulation of the system is within a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) framework. In this paper we consider the unstructured spectral/hp DG formulation of (i) weakly nonlinear dispersive Boussinesq equations and (ii) nonlinear shallow water equations (a subset of the Boussinesq equations). Discretisation of the Boussinesq equations involves resolving third order mixed derivatives. To efficiently handle these high order terms a new scalar formulation based on the divergence of the momentum equations is presented. Numerical computations illustrate the exponential convergence with regard to expansion order and finally, we simulate solitary wave solutions.
Introduction
In hydraulic, coastal, ocean and environmental engineering we frequently encounter situations where the length scale of the problem is relatively large compared to the vertical scale. Under this condition depth-integrated shallow water systems can provide good approximations to the full problem. If the waves are long enough to be considered non-dispersive, the flow can be described by the well-known shallow water equations (SWE). If it is necessary to compute shorter waves where frequency dispersion is important, dispersive shallow water systems, or Boussinesq-type equations, can be adopted. The benefit of using depth-integrated shallow water systems is that the full three-dimensional problem is reduced to a two-dimensional system, therefore allowing much larger computational domains to be modelled. Further, the depth-integrated formulations circumvent the moving boundary problem of the free water surface, greatly simplifying the solution process.
Two-dimensional shallow water systems can be derived from the threedimensional Laplace equation together with kinematic conditions on all surfaces and a dynamic condition on the free surface. The vertical dimension of the problem is removed by integrating the Laplace equation through the depth and expanding the velocity potential in powers of the vertical coordinate. The order of approximation is then dependent on assumptions of nonlinearity and dispersion. There are therefore numerous different sets of equations presented in the literature. As mentioned above, when the dispersion is negligible we recover the SWE. If the the dispersion is assumed to be small and of the same order as the nonlinearity, we arrive at the classical Boussinesq equations of Peregrine [29] .Unlike the non-dispersive SWE, the classical Boussinesq equations include third order mixed derivatives in the momentum equations. These account for the dispersive properties of the waves. The Peregrine equations are valid for weakly nonlinear and dispersive water waves in relatively shallow waters.
In the early nineties so-called enhanced or extended Boussinesq-type equations [25, 28] were introduced. These enhanced equations have improved dispersive characteristics and contain, in addition to the third order mixed derivative, third order spatial derivatives. Lately more accurate Boussinesqtype equations have been put forward, containing complex higher derivatives [26, 17, 27] .
There has long been an interest in the use of spectral/hp element methods for solving the SWE in the oceanic and atmospheric sciences, for example see [24, 18, 33, 14, 15] . The motivation has been the potentially significant saving in computational time, compared to low-order methods, for long-time integration coupled with the ability of these methods to handle geometrically complex domains.
However, to allow for the possibility of discontinuous solutions the most natural formulation of the system is within a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) framework. The DG method, using low-order approximations in combination with slope limiters, has been applied to the SWE including shocks in [32, 23, 2] . The first application of a discontinuous Galerkin formulation of the SWE with a spectral/hp elements discretisation was by Dupont [10] . In this work the primitive SWE was solved on unstructured triangular domains using an expansion basis made up from a product of 1D Legendre polynomials with a triangular truncation. Later, Giraldo et al. [16] presented a nodal high-order DG method for solving the SWE on the sphere using curvilinear quadrilaterals. In this work the elemental solution was approximated by a nodal Lagrange polynomial, constructed from a tensor product of 1D Legendre cardinal functions. This discretisation has a diagonal mass matrix through a discrete orthogonality associated with numerical under-integration. The exponential convergence of the models was confirmed by numerical tests. Recently Eskilsson and Sherwin [13] employed an orthogonal modal expansion basis on unstructured triangular elements. This approach leads to a diagonal mass matrix without resorting to under-integration. Optimal convergence of order p + 1 was numerically demonstrated.
There are numerous instances of the use of finite differences to solve dispersive shallow water systems. Frequently cited works include [1, 36, 31] . A number of linear finite element models also have also been put forward [20, 4, 3, 22, 35] .
The application of spectral/hp element methods to Boussinesq-type equations rather than the SWE is, however, relatively under-investigated, and has, so far, only been applied to one-dimensional problems [11, 12] .
The presence of higher order derivatives in Boussinesq-type equations poses some challenging problems. In particular, there is a need to keep the numerical dispersion arising from the numerical discretisation considerably smaller than the physical dispersion. While it has been shown that for 1D extended Boussinesq-type equations numerical dispersion introduced by uniform linear elements will not contaminate the physical dispersion on normal grid sizes [35] , such contamination might occur on unstructured linear triangles. For example, Walkley [35] reported that linear expansions on unstructured triangular meshes required a much finer spacing than necessary on a regular mesh, and attributed this to low order truncation terms. This suggests that the use of high-order expansions will be beneficial on unstructured triangular meshes.
For spectral/hp methods, an explicit in time discretisation of higher order derivatives can lead to a prohibitively severe time step restriction. To illustrate this point, consider the following 1D scalar model equations:
• The non-dispersive linear advection equation
• The linearised KdV equation where the dispersive term is a third order spatial derivative
• The linearised regularised long wave (RLW) equation where the dispersion is modelled by a third order mixed derivative
• A modified linearised regularised long wave (RLWm) equation where we have added an extra dispersive third order spatial derivative
These equations were discretised in space using the DG formulation with Legendre polynomials of order P as expansion basis. For the RLW and RLWm equations the ∂ xxt terms are combined with the time derivatives to produce a Helmholtz operator which premultiplies the time derivative [11] .
We have then applied upwinded numerical fluxes to the advective terms and averaged fluxes for the dispersive terms. Denoting the semi-discrete equations as A∂ t u + Bu = 0 we are interested in the eigenvalues of the operator A −1 B. In figure 1 we plot the maximum eigenvalue of A −1 B against the expansion order. For the linear advection equation the growth of the maximum eigenvalue is O(P 2 ), giving an acceptable restriction of the explicit time step for higher P . It is notable that under this discretisation the growth of the maximum eigenvalue of the different dispersive models is very different. The dispersive ∂ xxx term in the KdV equation gives rise to a growth rate of O(P 6 ). The implicit treatment of the ∂ xxt term in the RLW equation leads to a maximum eigenvalue which is independent of the polynomial degree. Interestingly, for the RLWm equation we see a growth rate bounded by P 2 , indicating that the time step restriction will be no harsher than for the pure advection case. Thus an implicit treatment of the mixed derivatives facilitates the use of explicit time stepping schemes for the spatial derivatives. This paper presents an extension of the two-dimensional spectral/hp DG SWE model [13] to incorporate the lowest order dispersive terms. This corresponds to solving a slightly altered version of the classical Boussinesq equations [29] containing the fundamental components of the more complicated equations. In formulating these problem we draw on the work of Cockburn and Shu on the Runge-Kutta DG method [8] as well as on the work of Bassi and Rebay [5] .
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we outline the governing equations. The numerical models are presented in section 3, divided between the advective and the dispersive terms. We numerically demonstrate the exponential convergence of the models and model solitary waves in section 4. Finally, in section 5 we summarise the study.
Governing Equations
The weakly nonlinear and dispersive Boussinesq equations of Peregrine [29] are
where H(x, y, t) = ζ(x, y, t) + d(x, y) is the total water depth, d(x, y) the still water depth and ζ(x, y, t) the free surface elevation; u = [u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t)]
T denotes the depth-averaged velocities in the x-and y-direction, respectively, and g is the acceleration of gravity. We will primarily be concerned with the homogeneous equations s(u) = 0, with the exception of equatorial Rossby waves. In that case the source term accounts for forcing due to Coriolis effects;
The Coriolis parameter f (y) is given by the β-plane approximation, i.e. f = f 0 + βy.
Neglecting the dispersive terms, i.e. the second and third terms in equation (1b), recovers the SWE expressed in primitive variables. We note that one possibility to remove the mixed derivatives in equation (1b) is to use the zero order approximation: ∂ t u = −g∇ζ. Such an approach results in the presence of third-order spatial derivatives which can be resolved using the local DG method for KdV-type equations [37] . However, as mentioned previously the restriction on the time step for explicit schemes is very severe for this type of equation.
Considering the possibility of discontinuities, it is desirable to express the equations in the conservative variables (H, Hu). Within the order of the approximation of the Boussinesq equations, we can let H ≈ d to rewrite the dispersive terms in conservative variables. The Boussinesq equations in conservation form are therefore
where
In addition to the Coriolis terms, the source term S(U) now contains the forcing from bed slopes
where S 0x and S 0y are the bed slopes in the x-and y-direction, respectively. To recover the shallow water equations in conservative variables we set D ≡ 0.
Discontinuous Galerkin Method
We begin by dividing equation (2) into an advective part and a dispersive part where the source term is included in the advective part, i.e.
When solving the SWE we only require the advective contribution, while for the Boussinesq equations we have to consider both the advective and dispersive parts in sequence. Let T h be a partition of the domain Ω into N triangular elements T e with boundary ∂T e . We define the following discrete spaces
where P P (T e ) is the space of polynomials of degree at most P in the element T e .
Formulation of the Advective terms
Multiplying equation (5a) by a smooth test function q(x) and integrating over the element T e we obtain:
Integration by parts gives the following weak formulation
where n = (n x , n y ) T is the outward unit normal to ∂T e . The discrete Galerkin approximation is then obtained by replacing q with functions in a discrete test space, i.e. q δ ∈ V δ , as well as approximating the exact solution U with a finite expansion U δ ∈ V δ . Following the standard discontinuous approach we replace the boundary flux F(U) in the third term of equation (8) with a numerical flux, denotedF(U).
After integrating by parts once more to obtain the divergence form the DG method consists of finding U δ ∈ V δ such that for all q δ ∈ V δ and for all T e ∈ T h :
For computational convenience we prefer the divergence form (equation (9)) rather than the Green's form (equation (8)) since it involves inner products of the same form as in classical continuous Galerkin schemes. Giraldo et al. [16] investigated the effect of solving the SWE in divergence form rather than in Green's form. They found no significant differences in the results due to the difference in formulation.
Numerical flux evaluation
In order to obtain a suitable inter-elemental coupling we need to define the numerical fluxF(U). Examples of numerical fluxes used in DG SWE models are the Roe flux [2] , the HLL/HLLC flux [32, 13] , the Lax-Friedrich flux [23, 16] and, for smooth flows, even simple averaging [10] . In this paper we apply the HLLC approximate Riemann solver in conjunction with the two-rarefaction assumption [34] . Introducing the rotation matrix and its inverse
we can define Q = TU δ = [H, Hū, Hv] T , whereū andv are the velocities in the direction normal and tangential to the edge, respectively. The flux can then be written asF
Letting the subscripts L and R denote the left-and right-hand side of the element boundary, we estimate the wave speeds as [34] :
and in which H * is given by the two-rarefaction Riemann solver:
After the wave speeds have been computed the HLLC flux is given by:
where Q * L and Q * R are obtained from
Boundary conditions
In addition to standard periodic boundaries, we also consider slip wall boundaries. At a wall boundary we assume a no-permeability condition: u · n = 0. If the left state is internal to an element then the slip condition is enforced via the Riemann solver by setting the right hand state to
Formulation of the Dispersive terms
Recalling that there are no dispersive terms present in the mass equation, we are left to consider the remaining components of equation (5b), which for a constant depth, d, can be expressed as
In equation (20) 
Finally, substituting (21a) into (21b) and rearranging, we arrive at the Helmholtz equation
where λ = −3/d 2 . Equation (22) can be considered as the divergence of equation (20) expressed in terms of the time rate of change of momentum divergence, z. The conservative variables Hu can be recovered by solving equation (21a) which introduces the temporal element to the problem. The solution of (22) followed by (21a) allows the solution of Hu to be constructed in a decoupled manner as opposed to equation (20) that directly couples the components of Hu. The scalar approach therefore leads to a N dof × N dof Helmholtz problem as compared to solving the coupled problem of equation (20) which leads to a 2N dof × 2N dof matrix problem. The scalar approach is also preferable to uncoupling the momentum equations by treating the crossderivatives explicitly [36] as this still results in two N dof × N dof problems.
To solve equation (22) we use a discontinuous Galerkin formulation which by introducing the auxiliary variables w = ∇z can be rewritten as:
The DG method, in divergence form, for solving equations (23a)-(23b) can be stated as: find (z δ , w δ ) ∈ V δ × W δ such that for all (s δ , r δ ) ∈ V δ × W δ and for all T e ∈ T h
We note that w δ is directly substituted into equation (24a) and not explicitly computed.
As mentioned above, after z δ has been obtained from equations (24a)-(24b), we return to the conservative variables Hu using equation (21a): find (Hu) δ ∈ W δ such that for all t δ ∈ W δ and for all T e ∈ T h
(25) where ∂ t is approximated by an appropriate time discretisation scheme, see section 3.4.
Numerical flux
For the dispersive fluxes we have applied a simple averaging [5] :
Currently we have only considered periodic boundaries for the dispersive terms. Further work is required to determine appropriate boundary conditions for z and a.
Polynomial Expansion basis
In the current work we have approximated the solution using a polynomial expansion basis φ pq (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ), such that
whereŨ pq (t) contains the local degrees of freedom of expansion coefficients. The orthogonal hierarchical basis φ pq (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) in a standard triangular region {−1 ≤ ξ 1 , ξ 2 ; ξ 1 + ξ 2 ≤ 0} is based on a collapsed coordinate [19] which is generated through the transformation (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) → (η 1 , η 2 ) given by:
This collapsed coordinate transformation can be interpreted as a mapping to a standard quadrilateral region from the standard triangular region. An orthogonal basis on these coordinates has been independently derived in a range of works including [30, 21, 9] . Following the formulation in [9, 19] the expansion modes φ pq are defined in terms of principal functionsψ
The principal functions arẽ
where P α,β p (z) denotes the pth order Jacobi polynomial. This basis is a polynomial function in terms of both the (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) and (η 1 , η 2 ) coordinate systems. In addition to giving rise to an orthogonal mass matrix, the use of the collapsed coordinate system means that integrals over the element T e can be efficiently evaluated as the product of two one-dimensional integrals. Typically, we adopt Gauss-Lobatto quadrature in the η 1 -direction and Gauss-Radau quadrature in the η 2 -direction, to avoid incorporating any information from the degenerated vertex at ξ 2 = 1 .
Time stepping
The time stepping is carried out using the explicit TVD third-order RungeKutta scheme of Cockburn & Shu [8] . In each of the three substeps we
• Compute the advective contribution given by equation (9) .
• Solve the DG formulation of the scalar Helmholtz equations (24a)- (24b) for the auxiliary variable z.
• Recover the conservative variables using equation (25) .
Computational Examples

Regular linear waves
To illustrate the previous formulation we start by demonstrating the exponential convergence of the models by considering the simple case of a sinusoidal linear wave in a periodical domain of size L×L; L being the wavelength. We compute the propagation of the wave using the linearised shallow water and Boussinesq equations with the Coriolis and friction parameters set to zero. The exact solution is given by
u(x, y, t) = a ω kd
v(x, y, t) = 0 ,
in which a is the amplitude and k is the wavenumber. The frequency ω is obtained from the linear dispersion relation
where γ = 0 for the SWE and γ = −1/3 for the Boussinesq equations. We use an amplitude of a = 0.01 and a wavelength of L = 20. The undisturbed water depth is set to d = 0.5 and d = 5.0 for the SWE and Boussinesq models, respectively. Thus the ratio of water depth to deep water wavelength (d/L 0 ) for the Boussinesq model is 0.22, right at the limit of the range of validity [25] . We consider a computational domain of 32 uniform triangles and integrate for one wave period. The time step is chosen sufficiently small so temporal error is negligible. The computational error relative to the initial condition in the L 2 and L ∞ norms is shown in figure 2 . From the approximately straight lines on this semi-log plot we may conclude that the SWE and the Boussinesq models exhibit the expected exponential convergence with regard to polynomial order.
Equatorial Rossby waves
We now consider the governing equations, including Coriolis forces, in nondimensional variables (denoted with asterisks):
where E = 4Ω 2 r 2 (gd 0 ) −1 is the Lamb parameter, r is the radius of the earth, Ω = 2π day −1 is the angular frequency of the earth's rotation and d 0 is the equivalent depth for a reduced gravity model. Using an equivalent depth of 0.40 m, the length scale becomes 295 km and the time scale 1.71 days [6] . For convenience we drop the asterisks for the rest of this section.
We consider the case of a westward travelling solitary Rossby wave. As this case is virtually non-dispersive we employ the SWE model. We discretise the 48 × 16 unit basin into 96 elements of polynomial order 8 and integrate for 40 time units using 1 000 time steps. The boundaries are treated as walls and the initial condition is given by:
where the superscripts denote the zeroth and first order asymptotic solutions to the SWE. These solutions are given by [7] :
and
in which Γ(x) = 0.771 a 2 sech 2 (ax) and where a is the parameter determining the amplitude of the solitary wave (set to 0.395). The termsζ (1) ,ū (1) and v (1) are evaluated as a Hermite series
where H n (y) are the Hermite polynomials andζ n ,ū n andv n are the Hermite series coefficients given table 1 [7] . Figure 3 shows the evolution of the wave. At the outset, the non-exact initial condition causes the Rossby wave to lose mass to an eastward propagating Kelvin wave [24] . The computed phase velocity is −0.77 ms −1 , in good agreement with the analytical value of −0.78 ms −1 . The result is in accordance with results obtained by continuous SWE spectral element models [24, 18, 14] .
Solitary wave
Finally we consider a solitary wave of amplitude 0.1 m propagating in a frictionless channel with an undisturbed depth of 1.0 m. For this example the dispersive effect is not negligible and therefore the Boussinesq model is required. The 100 × 50 m domain, with periodic boundaries, is divided into 64 similar shaped elements. The solution was approximated using a P = 8 order polynomial expansion and integrated for 20 s using 1 000 time steps. The solitary wave was initially centred at x = 20 m and the initial condition is taken to be the sech-profile solitary wave solution [36] . Figure 4 (a) shows the water depths in a slice through y = 25 m at different times and is compared to the analytical solution. As can be seen in this plot there is a good agreement. A convergence plot was not possible since we only have an approximate initial condition and no analytic solution. Also shown in figure 4(b) is the computational mesh for this test.
Concluding Remarks
We have presented a two-dimensional spectral/hp DG formulation for modelling nonlinear dispersive water waves, described by Boussinesq equations (which contains the nonlinear SWE as a sub-model). The models were applied to smooth problems where exponential convergence with respect to polynomial order was demonstrated. Computations of solitary wave solution were also seen to have good agreement with analytical results.
The discretisation of the equations we have adopted involves two steps; first an advective step is considered corresponding to the SWE (equation (9)) and subsequently a novel dispersive step which involves solving a N dof × N dof scalar Helmholtz problem (24a)-(24b). The scalar Helmholtz problem is constructed by introducing the time rate of change of momentum divergence as the dependent variable and reformulating the coupled momentum equations. The scalar approach notably reduces the size of the matrix problem solved in every substep of the scheme as compared to the original coupled momentum equations. However, an additional elementally decoupled equation (25) is required to recover the original variables. Table 1 : The Hermite series coefficientsζ n ,ū n andv n as given in [7] . 
